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SCA Round 14 vs Parramatta 

 
1st Grade had a very rare Bye this weekend with players needed for training 
sessions for the World Cup. 
 
2nd Grade fielded at Raby with Parramatta finishing the day at 8/327 with 
Parramatta closing their innings at start of Day 2. Ghosts batsmen started positively 
with an opening stand of 40 runs before losing 2 wickets to be 2/58 before Coyte 
and Maguire settled in for a 50 run partnership before Maguire (50) lost his wicket 
just before Lunch. Despite losing 2 more wickets after lunch Coyte (69) and Browne 
(45) played strongly to get the score to 238. Some bold attacking cricket from lower 
order batsmen took the score to all out for 302. 
 
3rd Grade also bowled at Merrylands with Parramatta finishing on a commanding 
score of 5/291from their 80 overs. Ghosts scored steadily in their run chase with 
Brown (49) and Viles (44) continuing their good form together with some lusty hitting 
from tail ender Halloran (38x) the innings finished at  a tantalizing close 271 runs. 
 
4th Grade batted first with a young side battling a seaming wicket to be all out for 85 
runs. The bowlers then took charge and made good use of the same wicket to have 
Parramatta reeling at 6/40 runs after 32 overs. Resuming on Day 2 Ghosts was 
successful in dismissing Parramatta for 73 runs. Both Captains then used the 
balance of the day to set up a 4 innings match with Ghosts declaring at 7/118 runs 
leaving Parra 128 runs off 28 overs to achieve an outrights result, which they 
achieved off 27 overs – a good days cricket. 

The day also featured the 400
th

 dismissal for Veteran wicketkeeper Todd 

O’Keefe, a club record that is still growing and surely will be very, very hard to beat. 
  
5th Grade bowled well for a young side to restrict Parramatta 226 all out. After being 
7/78 on Day 1 Ghosts batsmen showed more resolve with the last 4 batsmen 
adding 93 to finish on a respectable 179 runs. 
This match also had a significant highlight with another veteran in Roscoe Ray 

passing the Club Record for wickets which now stands at 373 wickets. Roscoe is 

a Fast Bowler who is now playing his 21st season with no sign of finishing, so who 
knows where that number will finish. 
 


